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Penance Clip: The Most Brutal Scene Ever?

Days of Darkness director Jake Kennedy's latest endeavor Penance is now available on DVD and he was

kind (?!) enough to pass along what's being touted as "the most outrageously brutal scene in movie

history."

Is it? Judge for yourself by clicking on the player below and watch leading man Graham McTavish perform

a bit of self mutilation that would make Ellen Page in Hard Candy grin.

Marieh Delfino (Jeepers Creepers 2) and Eve Mauro (Wicked Lake) also star. They play a pair of strippers

who get invited to a private party unaware that it's presided over by a maniac (McTavish). The clip tells

you how and where you can obtain Penance, so hang in there.
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Shock Till You Drop has 2,088 FansPosted by: Micah on January 6, 2010 at 17:08:06

Haha Wow.

Posted by: Zhadum on January 6, 2010 at 17:26:50

THAT makes "Hostel" look like a Teletubbies episode.

Next scene: he eats it?

Anyway: wow.

Posted by: Marxman12 on January 6, 2010 at 17:39:38

There is something seriously wrong mentally with the people who create these "torture porn" scenes and
films. This is absolutely disgusting.

Posted by: joe asylo on January 6, 2010 at 18:14:40

disgusting, this is grotesque, and beyond.

Posted by: djblack1313 on January 6, 2010 at 18:16:20

Marxman, thanx for clarifying what kind of scene this is. i was going to watch it but i HATE torture stuff so
i will pass.

Posted by: Jerry on January 6, 2010 at 19:18:34

Whats so bad about that? The most brutal scene ever? Hardly. I had to watch it without sound so maybe
the 4 minutes of him talking added to it. I don't know.

Posted by: Mike_Weezey on January 6, 2010 at 19:21:32

Im sorry but movie or not if u really think by that type of self mutilation your going to get to God's good
graces u should be laughed at...this was satire in its lewdest form.

Posted by: Jaguar on January 6, 2010 at 19:56:28

...
uh...
...
hm...
...
gnarly.

I would advise against showing this to your kids or anyone with a weak stomach or heart...

but that was pretty ****ed up, guys... but i dunno about "most brutal scene ever?"... I've seen some
pretty gorey stuff on youtube...

but i will agree with Zhadum... that makes "Hostel" look like a Teletubbies episode...

Posted by: I am Jack's Self Mutilation on January 6, 2010 at 20:03:08

Wow, so they really took it there. kind of brilliant actually. they showed a side of humanity who are so
disturbed that they think the only way to please God is to go to extremes. nicely played, but as a
filmmaker I do not understand the need to showcase such "shock&awe" material in a movie. truth be told
the rest of the movie is junk, but it will get a lot of attention from this one scene, for years to come. that's
how this industry is nowadays. you make a big, gory, shocking splash with a film and all of a sudden your
an artist. horror movies are supposed to be frightening and ful of suspense, but this filth gives the genre a
bad name. Good Grief Charlie Brown ...

Posted by: RJ Scriber on January 6, 2010 at 20:27:08

"The Most Brutal Scene Ever?" No. Most stupidest? Yes. Most unnecessary? Yes. As Marxman12 said, I am
also getting sick and tired of this "torture porn" garbage as well.

This is NOT horror. And, IMO, does not belong on a respected site like SSTYD. Most movies only do this
****, because they don't have the talent to make a true horror film. And seeing **** like this in movies,
to me, does not make it a horror film.

Posted by: Dustin Miller on January 6, 2010 at 21:08:11

Uh, I usually can hold up pretty well against gore, but even I found myself gagging on this scene; it's not
what it shows you, but what it lets your mind run free and see, in your own imagination. My three friends
agreed: this makes "Saw" and "Hostel" look like sandbox-playground fun.
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Posted by: B-man on January 6, 2010 at 22:37:57

This wasn't scary or brutal at all, unless you are one of the 14 year old girls that like Twilight, then i guess
it may scare you. It's more like unintentionally funny. The scariest thing about it is that people keep
making these films. I really don't like these type of movies, and feel like someone said earlier that it
shows lack of talent. You should be able to scare someone without all the fake mutilations.

Posted by: Nathan K on January 6, 2010 at 23:36:21

Dull monologue. Cheap cinematography. I love practical effects, but this looked like discount-seasonal-
isle-at-Walgreens Halloween store type of stuff. Is the idea of a seemingly un-anesthetized self-castration
unsettling? Sure. Was this scene brutal? No. The execution was nothing to write home about. Call me
desensitized, but there's nothing stand-out about this at all.

Posted by: JStone on January 7, 2010 at 00:54:07

I don't know about the rest of you, but I could go for a chili dog right about now.

Posted by: Dark Lord Bunnykins on January 7, 2010 at 01:21:39

Not a great film. Review here: http://darklordbunnykins.wordpress.com/2009/12/15/deviant-
dvd-penance-a-k-a-devils-dungeon/

Posted by: Nom Nom on January 7, 2010 at 01:52:31

Umm that could be disturbing for most...but not me because I am a sick minded individual like the
writers/director... I have seen way more grotesque things then this.... startling it may be...but it did not
prevent me from munching on my whopper through the whole thing

Posted by: goretta on January 7, 2010 at 03:44:58

what, no meat grinder?

anyway, dont try this at home kids!

Posted by: J-man on January 7, 2010 at 05:34:14

Why is this so brutal?? It is just disgusting , but not brutal. I was expecting an bit more of it but this is
just a weird guy cutting of his penis.

Posted by: J-man on January 7, 2010 at 05:37:30

It would be brutal if he had some man hostage and sacrifice his penis instead of his own. that would be
brutal.

Posted by: denn1s on January 7, 2010 at 09:38:47

have you watched antichrist or pain olympics? not compared to this...that was soft

Posted by: shocking_stuff on January 7, 2010 at 20:40:11

That was hella lame.

You people think that is more disturbing than scenes from hostel or saw?

The must brutual thing about it was his monologue. Makes leno sound funny.

I'm assuming the blurring of the "part" is not in the movie? I couldn't work out if it was his D!CK or his
B@LLS. Maybe my bad eyesight, but once he dropped in the jar, I still couldn't.

That was a big distraction

Posted by: Paul on January 7, 2010 at 20:59:20

That was pure freaking crap whoever buys this film needs to see a doctor.

Posted by: James_FOTD on January 7, 2010 at 23:46:10

Yawn. That was like watching a high school play.

Posted by: rip-off on January 7, 2010 at 23:58:12

i've seen worst **** than this. didn't even phase me.

Posted by: T.roc on January 8, 2010 at 04:27:46

Damn that **** was ****ed up lol.. Now am a horror fan off top i ain't seen nothing like that, that made
me go to another page lol, i haven't seen the movie yet but i might check it out still but it will be before i
eat cause if the movie is anywhere like that i don't think i need to eat anything lol. damn you gotta be
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really messed up to cut off your own penis like it ain't nothing and then he was laughing about wtf.
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